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Why do we act - The investment gap
Estimated global investment gap in key SDG sectors, 2015-30
Trillions of USD, annual average
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Source: World Economic Forum (2015)
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Needs are specially critical in Africa

$ 0.2 to 1.2 trillion
per year

Source: SDG Financing for Africa, (2017); UNCTAD (2014)

This cannot be covered by Official Development Aid (ODA) alone
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EU policy reflects this new paradigm
 Agenda 2030: Sustainable Development Goals
 Addis Ababa Action Agenda on Financing for Development
 EU Communication "The Stronger Role of the Private Sector in
Achieving Inclusive and Sustainable Growth in Developing
Countries"
 EU Communication on “a new Africa – Europe Alliance for Sustainable
Investment and Jobs”
 EU Communication “Towards a more efficient architecture for
investment outside the EU”
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Why we act : What are the EIP goals?
Improve
Investment
climate

Contribute to
Sustainable
Development

Encourage private
Investments

Focus on
jobs and
growth
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Where we act
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How we act: EIP’s integrated approach
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EIP is already delivering
State of Play June 2018: approved EFSD contributions, EUR bn.
Blending
Region/Platform

Sub-Saharan
Africa (AIP)

Approved EU
Contributions
Leveraged investment
# Projects/Guarantee
tools

Guarantee

Total

AIP + NIP

AIP + NIP

Neighbourhood
region (NIP)

1.1

0.6

0.8

2.5

7.5

8

8-9

Ca. 24

40 Projects

33 Projects

2.6

Budget (2017-2020)

1.5

AIP: Africa Investment Platform – Sub Saharan Africa
NIP: Neighbourhood Investment Platform
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Guarantees
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73 projects +
12 Guarantees

4.1

And has ambitious goals for the future
Proposals from the Commission for 2021-2027 EU budget (MFF):

• 60 bn euro for expanded support to investment
• Geographical expansion to Asia, Pacific and Latin America
• Expected 500 bn euro leveraged investment

Communication of the European Commission “Towards a more efficient financial architecture for investment
outside the European Union”
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Pillar 1: EFSD resources
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Pillar 1: EU Blending Experience
Blending = using EU grants to leverage finance
from public and private financiers
Through regional blending facilities e.g. African
Investment Platform (AIP)
From 2008-2017 the EU has contributed 1.8 bn
euro to blending operations in Sub-Saharan
Africa, mobilising 15.6 billion euro in investment
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EIP in Sub-Saharan Africa: 30 projects and c. 900 mn euro EU contribution
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€

Source: EIP Operational Report 2017
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SUNREF

The SUNREF program comprises a
long term line of credit from AFD to
Access Bank and United Bank for Africa,
a Technical Assistance component
funded by the EU and an Investment
Grant also funded by the EU.
The Technical assistance component
supports Banks and project promoters
to identify, assess and carry out
renewable energy projects.
The objective is to finance a minimum
of 10 renewable energy projects, with
an installed capacity of between 1 and
10 MW over a period of 2 to 3 years.
Total Project volume: €114 mn
EU contribution: €14mn
#EIP
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Blending is already working in Nigeria
Blending operations at different stages of execution – Nigeria, euro mn
Blending
Operation
NAPTIN



SUNREF



DISCOS credit
line



ELECTRIFI



Katsina solar
plant



Bauchi solar
plant
Northern
Corridor
Transmission
Waste-toPower Ogun
state



EU
contribution

Description
Supporting improvement of technical skills, through NAPTIN and other
training institutes: teaching curricula, training of teachers, strengthening
management structures, upgrading facilities and equipment
Supporting private sector SMEs with access to affordable credit lines to
develop Renewable Energy and energy efficiency projects
Support financing through the banking sector of profitable investments of
DISCOs focused on loss reduction and network reinforcement and
modernization in order to reduce losses, increase quality and ensure
continuity of service
Support development of solar home systems, mini-grids and rural
electrification related projects
Increase supply of on-grid electricity through renewable energy generation
by contributing to a large solar plant project in Katsina. EU contribution
will finance the construction of the transmission line
Increase the supply of on-grid electricity through RE generation by
contributing to a large solar plant project in Bauchi.

Partner

Status

8.3

AFD

Ongoing

14

AFD

Ongoing

2.3

AFD

Ongoing

30

FMO

Ongoing

4

PIDG

Approved

15

AfDB

Pipeline



Transmission grid project for TCN

25

AFD

Pipeline



Complement solid waste management processes from collection to
disposal introducing conversion of waste to RDF which can be used directly
for heat generation or converted to electricity though pyrolysis

10

AFD

Pipeline
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The EFSD Guarantee
A risk mitigation
mechanism
to stimulate investments
in Africa and in the
Neighbourhood
A guarantee capacity
for credit
enhancement will
ultimately benefit
the final investments and
allow risk sharing
with other investors,
notably private actors
#EIP

Will leverage additional
financing, in particular
from the private sector
(crowding in), by
reducing the risk
associated with specific
operations
Will provide
liquidity from its
guarantee fund
(liquidity cushion)
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Pillar 1: EFSD Guarantee Features

Off-Take & Performance Risks

Technology risk

As a potential example- supporting the
property and construction markets to move
towards mainstreaming energy efficiency
technologies, measures and practices in new
buildings and building retrofits.

Support off-taker commitments in large RE
projects with first loss guarantee. Guarantees are
tailor made to address the specific transaction
risk perceived by private sector investor.

Market risks
Country Risk / Political
Risk Guarantees
Complement project risk coverage
where national ECAs or MIGA may not
be applicable, insufficient for program
risks or too expensive

As a potential example- guarantee to
support net metering in Tunisia for
projects less than 1MW. New contractual
mechanisms to promote distributed
energy generation are currently untested.

Pillar 1: EFSD Guarantee Eligibility criteria
Article 9 of the EFSD Regulation:
Consistency with EU policies:
– Sustainable development
– Migration
– Environmental considerations
Address market failures or suboptimal investment situations:
– Additionality
– Complementarity with other initiatives, clearly distinct, in particular from
the external lending mandate operations managed by the EIB
– Economically and financially viable, taking into consideration fragile &
heavily indebted countries
– Respect the principles of development effectiveness
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Pillar 1: EFSD Guarantee Features
Key Features
• Unconditional, irrevocable guarantee on first demand.
• Provided through Eligible Counterparty Financial Institutions, such as
AfD, EIB, EBRD, KfW etc.
• Portfolio approach within sector-based "Investment Windows"
Details
• Overall limit set at EUR 1.5 billion with liquidity cushion of 50% of the
total EFSD Guarantee obligations
• Always shared risk with eligible counterparty Financial Institution
• Possibility of covering first-loss
• Pricing adapted to level of needs/development of beneficiary country
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•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable Energy and Sustainable Connectivity
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) Financing
Sustainable Agriculture, Rural Entrepreneurs and Agroindustry
Sustainable Cities
Digitalisation for Sustainable Development

…and cross-cutting objectives: local currency financing, focus on fragile
states, not-distorting market competition
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Some approved guarantee proposals applicable in Nigeria
Sustainable Energy

European Guarantee for Renewable
Energy

EIB/AFD

Sustainable Energy

DESCOs Financing Programme

AfDB

MSMEs

Small Loans and Guarantee Programme

IFC

MSMEs

African Local Currency Bond Guarantee
Programme

KfW

MSMEs

NASIRA

FMO

Sustainable Cities

Resilient City Development (RECIDE)

AECID/WB
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Pillar 2: Technical Assistance in support of Pillars 1 and 3
Support Pillar 3 – INVESTMENT CLIMATE
Market intelligence, Investment
Climate Analysis, Dialogue
Government Reforms
Capacity building and value chains
upgrading

Pillar 2 - TA
Investment pre-identification phase
Investment preparation
Investment phase
Support Pillar 1 - INVESTMENTS
#EIP
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Examples of Private Sector related TA and Investment activities under Intra-ACP
Programme (2016-2017)

Fit For Market:
Strengthening
competitiveness
and sustainability
of the ACP
horticultural
sector

€ 20.3 m

Support to business
friendly and
inclusive
national and
regional policies and
strengthen
productive
capacities and
value chains

€ 34.7 m
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Promoting scalable
and sustainable
solutions to enhance
Financial Inclusion
in ACP Countries

Increased Access
to Finance for
Enterprises, in
particular SMEs

€ 25 m
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€ 190 m
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Promote ACP-EU
private sector
development
knowledge
management

€6m

Selected technical assistance projects in support of investment climate – Nigeria, euro mn
Project
West Africa Competitiveness
Programme - Nigeria
component
West Africa Competitiveness
Programme – regional
component
EU Support to the Energy
Sector in Nigeria: NESP phase 2
and Solar Nigeria Projects

Description


Support to development of selected value chains in focal
states working at micro-meso and macro level.



Capacity building in trade policy, improvement of business
and investment climate, upgrading of quality infrastructure for
exports, development of selected regional value chains
To enable and foster investments in a domestic market for
Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency
To improve access to electricity for disadvantaged (mostly
rural) communities, also in conflict affected areas
Strengthen capacity of 5 federal agencies responsible for
policy planning, revenue generation, performance monitoring
and development of statistics
Support capacity in public finance management (budget
planning and execution, revenue administration, public
procurement, auditing) to 10 Nigerian states’ authorities and
promoting youth employment in 4 Niger Delta States




EU Support to Federal

Governance Reform
Programme (SUFEGOR)
State Expenditure and

Employment for Results
(SEEFOR); Support to State and
Local Governance Reform
Programme (SLOGOR)
EU funded Trust Fund for

capacity building in Borno
State

To increase the capacity of the Borno state government in
PFM and project monitoring & evaluation in order to improve
the effectiveness of recovery in Borno
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EU
contribution

10
15
52

20
140
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A wide range of locationspecific factors determining
whether domestic and foreign
investment happen

INVESTMENT CLIMATE
Legal, regulatory, policy and
institutional frameworks:

Innovation

Business
Environment

Political
stability

Macroeconomic
stability

Governance
and rule of law

Human
development
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• Business registration
• Business tax policies and
administration
• Investment Policy
• Trade regulation and policies
• Financial deepening
• Labour Law and Policy/ TVET
and training policy
• Land and property rights
• Commercial dispute resolution
• Insolvency
• Overall regulatory quality
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Through a structured dialogue process
Country analysis:
sectors, value chains,
investment climate,
competitiveness

Structured dialogue
with private sector

Policy dialogue and
cooperation with
partner countries

Market intelligence
and understanding,
investment
opportunities in key
sectors and value
chains

Bring in private
sector perspective
on investment
climate and business
constraints

Discuss reform
agendas, provide EU
country support
(projects,
programmes, budget
support)
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EIP in Nigeria – how to put it all together?
Dynamic
private &
financial sector
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EIP in Nigeria – how to put it all together?
Dynamic
private &
financial sector

Pockets of
poverty and
exclusion
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EU funding
through blending
& guarantees

Pockets of
poverty and
exclusion
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EIP in Nigeria – how to put it all together?
Dynamic
private &
financial sector

EU funding
through blending
& guarantees

Pockets of
poverty and
exclusion

EU technical
assistance and
dialogue for
investment
climate
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EIP in Nigeria – how to put it all together?
Dynamic
private &
financial sector

EU funding
through blending
& guarantees

Pockets of
poverty and
exclusion

EU technical
assistance and
dialogue for
investment
climate
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The EIP – How can businesses engage?
1. Through partner IFIs - benefits of EU guarantee
passed on to end-borrower:
• Corporates – contact directly partner international
financial institutions
• MSMEs – via local private banks
• Start-ups – via investment funds and VC firms
2. In the dialogue on investment climate
• Help identifying key constraints to investment –
led by EU Delegations
3.Through the One-stop-shop
• Web form to enter your ideas - for
investors and promoters
• Enhancing accessibility
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https://ec.europa.eu/commission/external-investment-plan_en
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Thank you!

